The College of Computing, founded in 2020, is the newest college at Illinois Tech dedicated to ensuring students across campus have the computing and data science ideas and skills needed to succeed in today's technological society. The college offers dozens of degrees and certificates in computing from the foundational to the applied through our three departments: Applied Mathematics, Computer Science and Information Technology and Management.

### Applied Mathematics
- Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
- Bachelor of Science in Data Science
- Bachelor of Science in Statistics

### Computer Science
- Bachelor of Science in Artificial Intelligence
- Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems
- Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

### Information Technology and Management
- Bachelor of Information Technology
- Bachelor of Information Technology and Management
- Bachelor of Information Technology and Management: Transfer Program
- Bachelor of Science in Applied Cybersecurity and Information Technology

### Minors
- Minor in Applied Mathematics
- Minor in Artificial Intelligence
- Minor in Computational Mathematics
- Minor in Computational Structures
- Minor in Computer Architecture
- Minor in Computer Networking
- Minor in Computer Science
- Minor in Cyber Defense
- Minor in Cyber Security Foundations
- Minor in Database Management
- Minor in Data Science
- Minor in Information Security
- Minor in Information System Administration
- Minor in Information System Network Management
- Minor in Information Technology Foundations
- Minor in Information Technology and Management
- Minor in Internet Application Development
- Minor in Operating Systems
- Minor in Programming Languages
- Minor in Software Engineering
- Minor in Statistics

### Certificate
- Certificate in Foundations of Computer Science